PostFinance car insurance
for fleets
Fleet management and car insurance
from a single provider

PostFinance car insurance provides fleet cover tailored to your company’s
requirements. Combining this with professional fleet management from
Post Company Cars Ltd allows you to focus on your core business with
peace of mind.
The advantages for you
A one-stop shop
One contact partner who deals with everything. The insurance of all vehicle category (cars,
delivery vehicles, HGVs and two or three-wheeled vehicles) and comprehensive fleet management,
including repairs and claims management.
Premium protection
The agreed premium remains the same for the entire fleet for the full term of the contract
(no bonus/penalty system).
Just one policy and monthly invoicing
A policy is issued for all vehicles and the same price applies per vehicle category. You receive
a single invoice each month, including the insurance payment.
There for you 24/7
You can always rely on us if you need to make a claim or have a breakdown. You conveniently
register the claim online or contact us by phone if you have a breakdown. We take care of
the entire process for you.
Insurance coverage with no surprises
Our insurance at the best conditions gives you absolute peace of mind. For example, free
replacement car, gross negligence cover, all glass breakage or reduced excess on electric vehicles.

PostFinance car insurance for fleets
Benefits summary
Motor vehicle liability
Covers claims of up to CHF 100 million
The excess can be freely selected for
all vehicle categories.*

Premium guarantee for contract term
The premium agreed on registration of a vehicle is guaranteed for the entire term of the contract and will not be
increased after a claim on the vehicle.

Gross negligence waiver
The gross negligence waiver prevents the reduction of
benefits if a claim was caused by gross negligence.

Partial cover
The excess is CHF 0 for all vehicle
categories.

Cross liability
Cross liability on public roads covers liability claims arising
on a public road between vehicles or employees of the
policyholder’s own company provided that they are covered
by the motor vehicle liability insurance policy.

Collision cover

Special for glass
Special glass covers any glass or glass-like parts, such
as headlights or indicators, as well as panes such as
the windscreen and side or rear windows.

The excess can be freely selected for
all vehicle categories from CHF 500.*

Carrying amount compensation
Following a total loss or theft, the carrying amount of a
vehicle is compensated.

Assistance
A contact person is available for
you 24/7. Including breakdown
assistance, towing and replacement
vehicle for four days.

 Part of the basic package
 Optional additional insurance

Parking damages
Parking damage can only be insured for passenger vehicles.
The excess is CHF 200 per year of insurance with an unlimited insured amount; up to two claims per year are covered.

Personal accident insurance
Personal accident insurance covers the treatment costs,
hospital costs, disability costs (up to CHF 50,000) and death
costs (up to CHF 20,000) per insured claim.

* A pure liability insurance policy without comprehensive coverage can also be taken out on request.
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The General Terms and Conditions of Insurance (GTCI) of PostFinance Car Insurance for Fleets valid on conclusion of the contract apply.

